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MINUTES OF THE FIFTY EIGHTH-MEETING OF THE KENT LOCAL DENTAL 
COMMITTEE HELD ON WEDNESDAY, 5TH JULY 2017 

AT 6.00 PM AT 
THE HOLIDAY INN, MAIDSTONE ROAD, ROCHESTER, KENT ME5 9SF  

 
Present: Drs Ahmad, Barham, Bhatti, Davies, Elder, Hartle, Hamill, Hogan, Newell, 
Nugent, U Patel, V Patel, Sheridan, Smith, Unter, Varghese, Watts, Wood, Myint 
 
Observers:  Guest (speaker) Jenny Oliver Cons DPH, Shrine Ramamoorthy and 
Preema Patel. 
 

1. WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Dr Hogan gave a warm welcome to Retha Carstens who joined the LDC in 
April but attended for the first time this evening.  He also welcomed and 
thanked Jenny Oliver, Consultant in Dental Public Health for attending this 
evening as a guest speaker and Shrine Ramamoorthy and Preema Patel. 
Apologies were received from Drs Chopra, Johnstone, Shivji, Willis-Lake and 
Winstone.  
 

2. LAST MEETING (AGM) WEDNESDAY, 29TH MARCH 2017 
(a) Confirmation of Minutes – A few minor amendments were made to the 

minutes otherwise they were approved.  Action: The clerk will email the 
corrected minutes to John Noakes who will upload onto the website.  Dr 
Hogan thanked Dr Hartle for doing the minutes in the clerk’s absence. 

(b) Matters Arising – All matters from the previous minutes have been dealt 
with. 
 

3. NOTICE OF ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
Scottish Dental Effectiveness Programme Guidance on oral Management of 
Patients at risk of Medication-related Osteonecrosis of the Jaw (March 2017) 
 

4. SECRETARY 
(a) Correspondence and meetings will be reported at the appropriate item on 

 the agenda 
(b) Annual Report now on website – link given on Agenda. Dr Unter requested   

member’s check their details both on the committee membership page on 
the website and on this year’s Annual Report (back pages).  He advised 
that he had had one member advise an updated contact phone number. 

 
5. TREASURER’S REPORT 

(a) Report -  Dr Winstone was not present at the meeting but his report was 
read by Dr Unter.   

(b) Statutory Level -  he advised that since the last meeting, the Guild rate 
was increased to £285.00 per session of 3.5 hours. He suggested we 
adopt this as usual.  He will pay all claims from 01/04/2017 at this rate.  He 
has sent a budget to NHS England South (South East) and this has been 
translated into the stat levy for 2017/2018. Collection of this from monthly 
schedules has begun.  He is away until 15/07/2017, so would propose to 
make payments after that but well before the 30th. 
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6. REPORT OF ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF LOCAL DENTAL COMMITTEES 
– 8th

 and 9
th

 June 2017, Hilton Birmingham Metropole Hotel 

A very good report was produced and circulated on the conference by Drs 
Hartle and Wood.  Dr Hogan thanked them on behalf of the committee for this 
very good and amusing report which was very useful.  They reported an 
atmosphere of contemplation, underlying acceptance that change is 
necessary and a need for a more integrated NHS.  Claire Stevens, Paediatric 
Consultant from Manchester opened by discussing the future of paediatric 
dentistry and this was followed by a “question time debate.”  Henrick 
Overgaard Neilson gave an update on the 2nd day on last year’s motions 
followed later by John Milne, the Care Quality Commission’s Chief Dental 
Advisor updating them on the regulatory role of the CQC and Nairn Wilson 
gave a lecture on the future of dentistry.   Key themes highlighted with regard 
to safety were basic health and safety, cleanliness, infection control, medical 
emergencies and emergency drugs, mental capacity act, safeguarding, 
staffing levels on recruitment, incident reporting and clinical waste 
management.  Nairn Wilson’s lecture on the future of dentistry reinforced the 
importance of changing with the times to integrate general provision and to 
utilise the potential of the current dental workforce better by upskilling. 
There were 26 motions debated and only one motion was passed 
unanimously, “Northants LDC calls for the removal of the multiple layers of 
legislation and red tape imposed on dental practices to be removed and 
replaced with a single method of inspection”.  There was an excellent dinner 
speech from the Chair of Conference Alasdair McKendrick designed to lift 
spirits, raise moral and help inspire young dentists, the future of the 
profession.  Next year’s conference will be in Belfast. 
 

7. NHS ENGLAND MATTERS 
(a) NHS England – Dr Unter advised that he had nothing to report under this 

item. 
(b) NHS England South (South East) LO 
(i)(a) Kent Local Dental Network (LDN) – Dr Unter reported that there has 
been two meetings of the new joint single KSS Local Dental Network since 
their last meeting. The first attended in April by Dr Hogan and the second he 
attended two weeks ago by himself. Members will recall that it was agreed at 
their January meeting NOT to support the amalgamation of the Kent and 
separate Surrey/Sussex LDNs – a decision which was not upheld as 
Surrey/Sussex clearly felt they wanted everyone to attend the same meetings 
so that everyone knew what everyone was up to. The given purpose of an 
LDN is to support clinically-led commissioning within NHS England giving lead 
to NHS England’s strategic commissioning approach to dentistry and oral 
health. 
Matters discussed include current projects and proposals; Antimicrobial 
resistance activities; bariatric pathways, Special Care & Paediatric needs; 
sugar reduction; reports from Managed Clinical Network leads (Orthodontics, 
Oral Surgery, Restorative Dentistry, Oral Health Promotion, Special Care & 
Unscheduled Dental Care) and Referral Service DERS.   

They had an update on STP (Sustainability and Transformation Plans) -  The 
purpose of Sustainability and Transformation Plans is to help ensure health 
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and social care services in England are built around the needs of local 
populations. He advised that their GP colleagues (in Kent) are not happy 
secondary care activity is being sent to primary care but no money is following 
the demand for increased activity. 

 

There were updates from NHS England (Annie Godden) Public Health 
England (Jenny Oliver), Local Authority update (Jackie Sowerbutts), the four 
attending LDCs, Healthwatch (no current concerns), and finally DERS – which 
has various issues still to be sorted (to be reported under DERS item at 7 
(b)(i)(b)  

 

Through the LDN chairs, the LDN is currently recruiting for chairs of the 10 
Managed Clinical networks – these are Orthodontics (3 posts - KSS); Oral 
Surgery (3 posts - KSS); OH Promotion (1 post – SE); Special Care (1 post – 
SE); Restorative dentistry (1 post – SE) & Unscheduled Care (1 post – SE).  

 

The applicants must be consultant grade or specialist needing to be available 
for a flexible minimum one 3½ hr session a week (more initially). This position 
will be fairly onerous and will almost certainly need much more time than 
suggested. There is no secretarial support and payment apparently comes 
from CQUIN payments already made by NHS England to Trusts. (CQUIN is 
Commissioning for Quality and Innovation. This money is in the NHS black 
hole and is only to cover time away from clinic etc. It is unlikely to find its way 
easily to any MCN applicants who will not receive any further/other 
remuneration – so no surprise that only 3 applications have been received 
across the whole of KSS. Andrew has commented upon this in his report.  
Jenny also added that they are running surveys to look at making positions 
more attractive in order to get people to apply for these positions.  The next 
meeting is in August (Horley)  
(i)(b) Dental Electronic Referral Service (DERS) – Dr Unter reported that this 
continues to roll on with various tweaks as feedback is received and acted 
upon. One anomaly that needs resolving is that restorative referrals in Kent 
will apparently be triaged outside the county (by Brian Millar). It would be 
more sensible for our own consultant in restorative dentistry (Andrew Elder) to 
provide triage so that appropriate feedback can be provided to develop any 
service needs within the county. Dr Unter advised that he has asked Andrew 
and he is happy with this suggestion – so he will take this forward to Alison 
Cross and Jenny Oliver to see what they think.[Secs note: This was refused by A 

Godden subsequently] 
(ii) KSS Performance Advice Group (PAG) – Dr Unter reported that when 
he last attended 38 cases were being discussed – some ongoing and some 
new. The GDC seems to pass more straightforward cases back to NHS 
England for investigation and requires actions to be updated. Hopefully this is 
better for colleagues. Due to the number of cases, NHS England is now 
introducing a triage process under the PAG Chairperson (Karen Crossland) to 
weed out the simpler cases and avoid the need to bring them at least initially 
to the PAG committee. This does allow time for better consideration of more 
serious cases – and as ever the input of the LDC observer is (as the second 
dentally qualified person in the room) always welcomed.  
(iii) KSS Performers List Decision Panel (PLDP) – Dr Hogan advised that 
there were issues with oversees VT’s getting onto training programmes.  If 
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interested in becoming a training practitioner please contact Christine 
Osborne.   You can only have two trainees.   
(iv) DCQAP – Dental Contracts & Quality Assurance Panel – Dr Unter 
reported that Dr Hogan and himself share alternate attendance at these 
monthly meetings. The pre-set agenda covers: quality (DPA & PAG Update + 
summary of current complaints); contract variation requests (partnerships, 
temporary contract variations, location changes, refurbishment plans, 
incorporation plans etc). Also, CQC liaison, practice visits, orthodontic matters 
and finally breaches. Breaches may be “awarded” for a variety of reasons and 
Dr Hogan has written a very detailed guide on their website. However, 
recently a couple of colleagues have gained breach notices on their contracts 
for breaching confidentially using non NHS.net email to transmit patient 
sensitive data. In one case, it was a breach by the associate/performer that 
the NHS England LO wanted to then issue the breach against the 
principal/providers contract. The LO maintained as this was an IG breach, as 
long as practices complete the IG Toolkit, all staff members have signed an 
IG policy, are given training and have six-monthly refreshers at staff meetings, 
the provider will be sent a strongly worded letter but no breach notice. 

 

LDC members raised the matter of proportionality. Whilst Local Offices may 
be within their powers to issues Breach notices - the magnitude of their effect 
on the contract and the contract holder was out of all proportion to the offence 
and as such may be open to challenge. As such a first offence may be more 
appropriately dealt with by giving a warning - this suggestion was discussed 
and declined. 

 

It was decided to look at past years IG breaches and confirm with providers 
that they have IG Policies in place, breach could be retracted. It was agreed 
that LDC would attempt via nhs.net to contact practices and remind them of 
using NHS mail when transmitting patient information. These addresses had 
recently been supplied by the Local Office - although we are aware that many 
practices do not maintain their NHS.net accounts and these are probably the 
ones we need to draw this matter to their attention the most! 

 

One other matter of note is that for some time NHS England seeking “value 
for money” will usually reduce any UDA or UOA value in a contract to match 
that of the average for the area when agreeing any change in partnership or 
incorporation. A recent change to an orthodontic practice in KSS wiped over 
£50k off the contract value – this no doubt prompting a renegotiation over the 
proposed sale price. This appears to be a national issue but as ever KSS 
leads the way and others appear to follow. 
(v) SE Coast LDCs (Channel Group) – Dr Unter reported that they last met 
on 24th April and are due to meet again on 24th July. The April meeting was 
attended by Carole Reece (senior programme manager for dental and optical) 
NHS England and Heather Deacon (communications and marketing manager) 
NHSBSA. They gave a presentation on compass and enrolling new 
performers. From 1st May all contract holders will be able to access compass 
to add a performer (who already has a number and is authorised from the 
local office) onto their contract. They will also be able to make adjustments to 
the NPE/NPEE. 
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As part of this process NPL 2 forms (performers changing regional office 
areas) and NPL3 (FD converting to GDPs) will need to be completed and 
done in tandem with adding the performers on via compass. If 7 days is 
allowed to lapse between receipt of the paperwork forms by the regional office 
and adding a performer to compass, then the addition will be cancelled by the 
regional team. The team in KSS have subsequently reassured that they will 
not strictly enforce the 7 day time limits – due mainly to their existing 
workloads. 
The usual discussion of mutual interest and reporting of local matters helps to 
support colleagues across the patch and provide some level of equability. 

(c)  DentaLine – Dr Davies reported that there were proposals and discussions in 
place to change the way of working at Medway.  Patients will be triaged and 
will only be seen in emergency strictly if requiring treatment.  They will call 
advisors and they have taken advise from defence and legal and calls will be 
recorded to protect all concerned.    There will be a triage of people who will 
not get through the new system and they will be given an 0300 number to call.   
There were a few dentists who did not want to continue working under this 
new system and recruitment is taking place again.  They are confirming with 
Annie that they can continue in this new manner and they are hopeful that this 
will be used as a new pilot.  Canterbury remains as it is and they are hopeful 
that it will be refurbished and upgraded.  There is no other centre which will 
comply than where they are currently working. 

(d) Dental practice Advisors – unfortunately there were no dental practice 
advisors at the meeting but Dr Unter reported that LO are currently recruiting. 
He read Dr Winstone’s report which advised that Practice inspections 
continue.  There were no Endo triage issues.  He advised that Dr Hymas was 
on holiday so he is also doing Surrey.  He attended a useful meeting of 
clinical advisers at Horley on Thursday 1st June. There are plans to assemble 
some feedback from complaints and other issues - "learning line” - which can 
go out in September via NHS net. 

8. HOSPITAL REPRESENTATIVE REPORT 
Dr Elder’s report was circulated.  He reported that The Local Dental Network 
(LDN) have been surprised and disappointed by the lack of applications for 
Chairs of Managed Clinical Networks.  Applications were only received for 
Special Care Dentistry and Oral Health, this amounted to 3 for a total of 10 
posts. National guidance is that these Networks should in most cases be 
Consultant led. He advised that he has made the difficult decision not to apply 
for the Chair of the MCN. With the ongoing delay in developing of restorative 
services in Kent to provide local services, and the present structure of the 
LDN that there is little opportunity for exercising leadership. In addition to this 
CQUIN payments will only cover the Trust for absence from clinics to be 
involved in the MCN, and would not recognise the considerable work and 
expertise required to undertake the activities of MCN chair for the whole of the 
KSS area, which will include setting up a new network. This additional work to 
a demanding role as a Consultant is not sustainable unless recognised. 
Commissioning Guide for Restorative Dentistry –The publication of this 
document has now been delayed for over a year from March 2016.  
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Launch of Restorative Dental Electronic Referral System (DERS) - A 
comprehensive Restorative Referral Form for Kent Surrey and Sussex has 

been developed and is ready to go live.  
Referral to East Kent Restorative Dentistry Service using (DERS) - Kent 
practitioners have reported their confusion and frustration as the DERS forms 
only gives them the option of London providers and not East Kent Restorative 
Dentistry Service as a provider.  He has discussed this at length with 
commissioners. There are no plans to expand service at present. 
Triage of Kent DERS Restorative Referrals – Dr Elder has formally offered 
to triage this for a trial period to help to further develop the DERS Restorative 
pathway, ensuring a high level of information sharing, appropriate primary 
care management has been provided before referral and developing in 
selective cases virtual consultations/ advice.   
 

9. ORTHODONTIC MATTERS 
Dr Sheridan reported that applications for the position of chairman of OMCN 
were not successful. It is a fairly onerous time wise and little or no financial 
recompense. Barry Hayes is stepping down from the role of Dental contract 
procurement and there are no updates whatsoever. She can only assume that 
they will not be in place for April 2018 (now only 9 months hence) re BDA 
legal challenge. But no one has indicated.  
David Ezra has not made any updates on REGO despite promises after they 
have had lengthy discussions. Others agreed that he promises changes but 
none are made. It was agreed Dr Sheridan will resend her email to Brett 
Duane confirming changes necessary and to copy in Dr Unter. 
 

10. SALARIED DENTAL SERVICES 
(a) East Kent – Dr Willis-Lake was unable to attend tonight’s meeting but her 

report was circulated.  Clinical Dental Director for East Kent has been 
appointed. Service delivery accountability: East Kent Community Dental 
Service, GDS, Prison (HMP Maidstone, HMP Swaleside, HMP Standford Hill) 
and Immigration Removal Centres (Heathrow). 
Dental Services is participating in a portfolio study – SUCCESS. The study 
sponsor is Oral and Dental Research Trust, based at University of 
Birmingham. There are currently 22 audit programmes undertaken by Dental 
Services. These include mandatory projects (e.g. WHO) and services priority 
programmes.  
Current waiting time for GA is under 4 weeks for both adults and paediatric 
cases.  All patient care coordinators dealing with Kent referrals are now in 
post and are based at Capital House. Overall patient experience remains high 
at 98%. Dental Services have maintained consistently high results for the past 
12 months. 

(b) West Kent – Dr Davies reported that they are not sure where they are with 
DERS but are waiting to go live. Referrals and GA waiting times are good.  
They are currently trying to recruit a dentist.  Their contract has been 
extended to 2019. 
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11. ORAL HEALTH PROMOTION (OHPN)  

Dr Davies reported that KCC are an important focus in the meeting but that 
they did not attend.  The local authorities have less funding but Medway 
continues to commit especially to the care of children.  
 

12. REPORT FROM CONSULTANT IN DENTAL PUBLIC HEALTH 
Jenny Oliver introduced herself and advised that she is in now in the role of 
consultant in Dental Public Health for KSS.  She said that the role had 
changed so much now that she would unfortunately not be able to attend 
every meeting.  Her aim is to improve the patient’s health in the dental 
pathway.  She would be undertaking academic work, training and supporting 
local authorities and NHS England.  She would be carrying out needs 
assessments, working with local authorities.  The aim is to become more 
strategic supporting larger NHS projects, commissioning and carrying out 
national work.  She would be sharing this workload with Jackie Sowerbutts 
doing 2.5 days a week.   Jenny felt that you do not need a large practice to be 
sustainable.  The LDN needs to get smarter with communication.  Dr Hogan 
thanked Jenny for her update and for attending today.  Jenny said that should 
be happy to come another time should anyone have any questions. 
 

13. GENERAL DENTAL PRACTICE COMMITTEE: REPORT OF KENT 
REPRESENTATIVE (S) 
Dr Hartle reported that the last meeting was on the 5th May and that she 
would sent the report through to Dr Unter and the clerk to be circulated.  
 

14. LMC REPORT 
Dr Nugent reported that the last meeting he attended was a good meeting.  
He was asked about the state of the NHS contract.  In Kent and Medway by 
2031 the number of patients will increase.  There will be a fixed amount of 
money and basically if Medway overspend another area will suffer. 
 

15. KLDC WEBSITE (www.kldc.org.uk) 
Dr Unter requested everyone to check phone numbers etc; They are about to 
change practice pre-visit checklist and feedback form and are updating 
various pages. 
 

16. EDUCATION AND TRAINING  
Dr Winstone’s report advised All KSS DFT schemes remain unchanged for 
2017/2018. 12 grads on each.  
For 2018/2019 to make savings, the number of schemes may decrease and 
the number of FDs on each may increase. 
Stephen Lambert-Humble retires at the end of September. Peter Briggs 
remains as interim dental dean. The post will be advertised within the next 
three months. 
Overseas – new national framework for this has been approved and will lead 
to changes. London and SE will have a uniform approach. Any change will 
have to be agreed across the whole area. There are no decisions yet. Dr 
Shivji has  been cleared for a gradual return to work at HEE. 

http://www.kldc.org.uk/
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17. DATE OF NEXT MEETING Wednesday, 4th October 2017 – Holiday Inn, 
Rochester. 
 

18. Any Other Business 

The Scottish Dental Effectiveness Programme Guidance on Oral Health 
Management of Patients at Risk of Medication-related Osteonecrosis of the 
Jaw (March 2017). Dr Barham discussed that one of their local endo clinics 
did an excellent study club session on this topic and signposted them to this 
excellent document which has summary guidance and assessing risk. 
She sought permission for this to be a suitable document to be included on 
the information section of our website alongside antimicrobials and anticoags? 
The document is available from www.sdcep.org.uk. Action: This was agreed 
and would be included on the website.   [Secs note: The link is 

http://www.sdcep.org.uk/published-guidance/medication-related-osteonecrosis-of-the-jaw/ ] 
 
 
PROPOSED FUTURE DATES:  Wednesday, 17th January 2018 
     Wednesday, 11th April 2018 
     Wednesday, 4th July 2018 and 
     Wednesday, 3rd October 2018 
The meeting closed at 8.45 pm 
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